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SVETLANA BERIKASHVILI 

SEVERAL FEATURES OF AORIST AND VERBAL SYSTEM IN PONTIC 

GREEK SPOKEN IN GEORGIA 

1. Introduction 
One Pontic Greek (PG) variety is still spoken by Pantie-speaking 

community of Georgia. For the clearness I will call this variety 
Romeika of Georgia (RomGe), for Romeika is the label called by the 
native-speakers, while geographical place is added to avoid any 
confusion on the one hand with Romeyka used to indicate a variety 
spoken by Muslim population of the three enclaves in North-Eastern 
Turkey1 and on the other hand with other Greek varieties of Asia 
~inor also termed Romeika by speakers (e.g. Instanbulite Greek). In 
this article the term Romeika covers Caucasus PG, spoken by Pontic 
Greeks who live or have lived in Georgia.2 

PG is known for the conservative traits and the preservation of 
several properties of Ancient and Medieval Greek, furthermore this 
dialect has always been in the multilingual environment having 
extensive contact with Turkish, Armenian, and also with Kartvelian 

* Svetlana Berikashvili currently works at the Iv. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State 
Cniversity, at the Department of Modern Greek Studies. 

** This article is part of the project The impact of current transformational 
:'rocesses on language and ethnic identity: Urum and Pantie Greeks in Georgia at 
Bielefeld University, funded by the Volkswagen Foundation. 

1 See I. Sitaridou, 'Greek-speaking enclaves in Pontus today: The 

Jocumentation and revitalization of Romeyka', in M. C. Jones and S. Oglive (eds.), 
.veping Languages Alive. Documentation, Pedagogy, and Revitalization (Cambridge 
2013) 98-112 and I. Sitaridou, 'The Romeyka infinitive. Continuity, contact and 
.:hange in the Hellenic varieties of Pontus', Diachronica 31-1 (2014) 23-73. 

2 For the discussion on chosen nomenclature see S. Berikashvili, Morphological 
.!__~pects of Pantie Greek Spoken in Georgia (Munich 2017) 16-17. 
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languages, especially Laz. 3 Some scholars assume that it is largely 
derived from the Kaine and has a lot of characteristics of the Ancient 
Ionic dialect,4 others find mostly Medieval Greek elements that set 
Pantie apart from other Modern Greek (MG) dialects.5 

RomGe, the PG spoken by Pantie-speaking community of Georgia, 
differs from the other PG varieties spoken in Turkey or by Pantie 
Greek speakers in Greece, in the terms of contact-induced changes. It 
was used within a different language situation and besides borrowings 
inherited in the language due to the extensive contact with Turkish, it 
has a lot of embedded elements from Russian and Georgian.6 After 
the emigration to Greece the significant impact is also that from 
Standard Greek (SG) and Pantie multidialectal environment. RomGe 
also preserves several features of Ancient and Medieval Greek. 

Several archaic features, like the ancient imperative, the vocalic 
temporal augment, the ancient aorist passive, infinitive, etc. are 
documented and studied in the verbal system of the different 
varieties of Pantie. The available publications and resources about 
this issue relate to the varieties spoken in Turkey or by Pantie Greek 
speakers in Greece. RomGe has been less systematically investigated, 
subsequnetly this is the first attempt to investigate several ancient 
traits in the verbal system of the understudied variety based on the 
corpus data. The methods used for the investigation are the corpus
based approach, used to reveal different archaic features in RomGe 
and contrastive analysis, which includes description, juxtaposition 

3 See M. Janse 'Aspects of Pantie Grammar', Journal of Greek Linguistics 3 
(2002) 203-31. 

4 N. Kontossopoulos, 'ITovnaKr] Km KannaboKLKr]', in M. Kopidakis (ed.), 
Iawpia TT](; EAA17viK~(; yAwaaa(; (Athens 1999) 192-3. 

5 P. Mackridge, 'Greek-speaking Moslems of north-east Turkey: Prolegomena 

to a study of the Ophitic sub-dialect of Pantie', Byzantine and Modern Greek 
Studies 11(1987)121 (hereafter 'Prolegomena'). 

6 See S. Berikashvili, 'Morphological integration of Russian and Turkish 
nouns in Pantie Greek, STUF - Language Typology and Universals 69:2 (2016) 255-
76; S. Berikashvili 'Loan verbs adaptation in Pantie Greek (spoken in Georgia)', 
in Kh. Tzitzilis and G. Papanastasiou (eds.) Language Contact in the Balkans and 
Asia Minor (Thessaloniki forthcoming). 
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and comparison to show differences between Ancient Greek (AG), 
Standard Modern Greek (SMC), PG and RomGe. While noting the 
examples two different systems were adopted transliteration for AG 
and the phonemic transcription for Pontic and SMC. 

The research is based on the corpus data, collected through several 
fieldwork periods in the Pontic-speaking community of Georgia by 
Skopeteas, Kotanidi and Berikashvili.7 All the data, archived 
according to the existing standards of linguistic resources and glossed 
morphologically by Berikashvili, using ELAN and Toolbox software, 
are available from the TLA archive, Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics (Nijmegen, Netherlands).8 

The corpus includes 435 media files (approximately 54 230 words) 
of narratives and semi-spontaneous speech recorded in Georgia and 
Greece, and is divided into three stages: Stage A - Homeland (original 
settlement areas in Georgia), Stage B - Internal migration (urban 
centres in Georgia) and Stage C - Emigration (Greece). In whole 57 
native-speaking informants of different ages have been recorded 
reproducing texts on the same topics: Ancesotrs, Family, Language 
etc., hence the data are maximally comparable between stages. 

The article is organized as follows. Section 1 is an introductory 
part, which outlines the main peculiarity of RomGe and includes 
methodology of data collection; section 2 provides a description of 
the Greek verbal system comparing AG, PG and SMC basic features, 
while section 3 outlines basic facts about the RomGe verbal system; 
section 4 focuses on aorist use in Pontic contrasting it to RomGe, and 
providing a detailed analysis of the AG traits preserved in Pontic 
aorist; and, section 5 summarizes the main findings. 

2. Greek verbal system in AG, PG and SMC 
The verbal morphosyntax of Greek is realized by grammatical 

7 The final versions of the data collection are presented as follows: S. 
Berikashivili, Interviews in Pantie Greek (Bielefeld 2016); E. Kotanidi, S. 
Berikashvili, S. Bohm, J. Lorentz and S. Skopeteas, Pantie data collection (Bielefeld 
2016); S. Skopeteas and S. Berikashvili, Interviews in Pantie Greek (Bielefeld 2016). 

8 Corpus resource: ILA, Donated Corpora, XTYP Lab available at 
:-tttps://tla.mpi.nl/resources/data-archive/. 
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categories and their corresponding values, which can be defined as 
follows: voice, aspect, tense, agreement with the subject and mood. In 
AG they are mostly pure morphological phenomena, while in Pontic 
and SMC all these categories are realized by the combination of 
morphology and syntax. MG in comparison with Ancient has become 
more analytical, as it uses more periphrastic forms, like those of 
subjunctive (na + V) mood, future tense (8a + v), or perfect forms 
(exolixa + v). The tendency of the morphology simplification and its 
replacement with syntax begins from the period of the Hellenistic 
Koine, thus e.g. the future form of the AG verb luo 'unfasten, untie, 
solve' - luso, in the Koine has been replaced by the periphrastic 
forms: exo 'have' + INF: exo lusein, or mello 'intent to .. ./ready to ... ' + 

INF: mello lusein, later in the period of Medieval Greek it was changed 
by the verb Belo 'want' +INF, which became particle 8a in MG9• In 
Pontic pure morphological categories are voice, aspect and agreement 
with the subject; tense is defined only by the opposition of past and 
non-past, while mood by that of imperative and non-imperative. All 
other categories, those of future tense and subjunctive mood are 
realized by the combination of syntax and morphology. 

Person values are the same in Ancient, Pontic and SMC, while 
number values of Pontic and SMC differ from those of Ancient where 
singular and plural are supplemented by dual. The dual number 
disappears in Koine, it has not survived in MG and is not attested in 
any of the Pontic varieties. 

The TAM system also differs in Ancient, Pontic and SMC. These 
grammatical categories usually are discussed together as the boundary 
between tense, aspect and mood is fluid. Tense, which is divided 
notionally into present, past and future (whether these forms are 
inflectional or not), bears also the functions which can be indicated by 
the means of the different traits combination: those of time, aspect and 

9 For the development of the future particle ea from the verb eelo 'want' used 
with finite phrases (na +SUBJ}: eelo hina > eelo na > ee na > ea na > ea I ea see P. 
Chantraine, IawpLKT'/ µopcpoiioyia TT)~ EililT)VlKt'/~ yiiwaaa~ (Athens 1990) 303; A 
Moser, The History of the Perfect Periphrases in Greek. PhD dissertation (Cambrdige 
1988) 5; AF. Christidis, Iawpia TT)~ apxaia~ EililT)VlKt'/s yiiwaaa~ (Thessaloniki 
2010) 184. 
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modality. Table 1 presents the TAM system in Ancient, Pantie and SMC. 

Table 1. TAM system in AG, PG and SMC 
AG PG SMC 

Tense Present Present Present 
Imperfect Imperfect Imperfect 
Future Future Future Continuous 

Future Immediate 
Aorist Aorist Aorist 
Perfect (Perfect Perfect 
Past Perfect Past Perfect Past Perfect 
Future Perfect Future Perfect) Future Perfect 

Aspect Imperfective Imperfective Imperfective 
Perfective Perfective Perfective 
Perfect 

Mood Indicative Indicative Indicative 
Subjunctive Subjunctive Subjunctive 
Optative (Optative) (Optative) 
Imperative Imperative Imperative 

The labels given in the table are those attested in the descriptions 
of AG, PG and SMC, however some of the mentioned categories are 
the same in functional terms, but morphologically are different. Thus, 
e.g. the AG future is morphologically different from its MG and PG 
counterparts. That means that there is continuity in the functional 
category, even if there has been formal replacement. 

Tense and aspect systems are closely connected in Greek. Both 
tense and aspect are concerned with time, but in very different ways, 
the difference is "as one between situation-internal time (aspect) and 
situation-external time (tense)" .10 Greek as assumed possesses a 
verbal system organized on the basis of aspect, with tense playing 

10 B. Comrie, Aspect. An Introduction to the Study of Verbal Aspect and Related 
Problems (Cambridge 2001) 5. 
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only a secondary part,11 and it does have morphological means of 
expressing aspectual opposition. 

AG possessed a tripartite aspectual system, expressed by the three 
stems of the verb: a) the stem of present (i.e. imperfective) for 
duration, b) the stem of perfect for results, and c) the stem of aorist 
(i.e. perfective) for completeness. From these stems the forms of 
infinitive, participle, optative, subjunctive and imperative were 
formed. MG has lost the perfect stem, and there is only binary 
opposition of PFV /IPFV, running through all tenses, moods and 
nonfinite forms. In PG the distinction of stems is also distributed 
between imperfective and perfective. 

AG formed all perfect tenses monolectically, except of the future 
perfect tense of active verbs, SMG has only periphrastic formation, 
while Pantie lacks perfect tenses. However some scholars regard the 
syntagms consisting of the auxiliary verbs exo 'I have', ime 'I am' in 
corresponding tense for active and passive respectively, and passive 
participle of the main verb, as perfect forms. 12 In comparison with 
SMG perfect, all these forms are more static, rather than dynamic. It is 
worth mentioning that the forms with the auxiliary verbs eimi 'I am' 
and exo 'I have' used with participles or infinitive are found in AG as 
well and used to denote present, past and future perfect, see, eixe 
lab6n, eixe katastrepsamenos, es6meta egnok6tes etc.13 

One of the main innovations is formation of future. In AG future 
tense is pure morphological category with no aspectual distinctions, 
while is SMG and Pantie it has become morphosyntactic. The 

11 A. Moser, 'The changing relationship of tense and aspect in the history of 
Greek', STUF - Language Typology and Universals 61:1 (2008) 3. 

12 See R. Dawkins, 'Notes on the study of the Modern Greek of Pontos', 

Byzantion 6 (1931) 389-400; D. Oikonomidis, TpaµµanKfi TT/<; EiLlryvlKT/<; Ola

ilEKwv WV novwv (Athens 1958) 285-6; A. Revithiadou and v. Spyropoulos, 
OcpinKry, DTVXE<; Trt<; ypaµµanKfi<; ooµfi<; µw<; novnaKfi<; owilEKwv (Athens 
2012) 84-6; K. Topkhara, I ypaµaTLKT/ Tl PoµElKV Tl novTElKV Tl y!loCTa<; (Rostov
Don 1932) 57. 

13 The examples adapted from A. Floros, fowplKO Kat CTVYKPLTLK6 CTVVTa

KTLK6 apxaia<;, vfo<; EililryvlKT/<; Kat !lanvlKT/<; (Athens 1988) 161-5 and 
Chantraine, fowpiKT/ µop<po!loyia, 242. 
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development of future periphrases caused the spread of aspectual 
distinctions to the future tense, which is often seen "as a sign of the 
growing importance of aspect"14 in Greek. However, this distinction 
is not characteristic to Pontic, where the aspectual opposition of 
PFV/IPFV, is restricted only to the past tense. See table 2 for the 
formation of future in Ancient, Pontic and SMG. 

Table 2. Future formation in AG, PG and SMG 
AG PG SMG 
morphological morphosyntactic morphosyntactic 

future tense yrapso Ba yrafto 

aspectual neutral neutral 
distinction 

stem PFV IPFV 

Ba yrafo 
ea yrapso 

PFV/IPFV 

PFV/IPFV 

In AG Future stem is formed by adding the suffix -s, which is used 
also for formation of the first aorist stem, however, morphologically 
they seem to be different: many verbs which are formed in the future 
with suffix -s, do not possess that suffix in aorist, e.g. akso, eleusomai, 
peisomai and Besa have nothing common with aorists egagon, elBon, 
epaBon and eBeka.15 The suffix -s could be regarded as an aspectual 
marker, i.e. marker of one member of an aspectual opposition, 
namely of the PFV, but the AG future is aspectually neutral. So, it can 
be only etymologically derived from the aorist (i.e. perfective) stem.16 

In AG perfective non-past developed into future tense irrespective 
of aspect. In SMG on the contrary the development of syntactic 
formation caused differentiation of aspects in the future, subsequently 
changing basic tense distinction, from past - non-past to present - past 

14 Moser, 'The changing relationship', 5. 
15 Chantraine, IawpiK~ µopcpoAoyia, 292. 
16 This explanation seems to be plausible to Comrie, Aspect, 67. 
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- future. In Pontic the formation of future is periphrastic without 
aspectual differentiation. As a result of this formation, basic tense 
distinction in Pontic is between past and non-past, just as it was in AG. 

The future tense is closely connected with the subjunctive mood, the 
periphrastic future formation originates in ancient subjunctive forms, 
thus in the example Ba 6i6o, Ba 66so 'I shall give', 6i6o and 66so are 
ancient subjunctive mood forms of the verb 6i6omi 'to give'17 and even 
particle Sa etymologically is connected with the subjunctive particle na 
(see note 9). In PG subjunctive mood often replaces future tense to 
denote future action, in Romeyka, Pontic variety spoken by Muslims, 
"na-clauses are mainly used as future tense and more marginally as a 
complementation strategy".18 Thus, the differentiation of the 
subjunctive mood and future tense is only in negative forms, where the 
negative particle min is used with subjunctive, while uk with the 
future. 

Looking at the affinity of the future tense and subjunctive mood it 
seems to be natural that both future tense and subjunctive mood 
generalize one aspectual form, namely imperfective. However, some 
varieties of Pontic, do have perfective subjunctive mood, those of 
Tripolis, Amisos and Inepolis, e.g. n' anikso 'to open'. In the varieties 
where perfective subjunctive is in use there also can be found PFV 

future, e.g. Ba anisko 'I shall open', Ba kremaso 'I shall hang' etc. 
Otherwise, PG has no PFV /IPFV distinction.19 

The AG morphological formation of optative is not preserved not 
in SMC and neither in Pontic. However, according to 
Papadopoulos, 20 PG possesses optative, only formation of optative is 
periphrastic. It is formed by the particles as or na and RPS or PST of the 
main verb, e.g. as elepa to peoi 'I wish I had seen the child'. But, in such 

17 Chantraine, IawpixfJ µopcpoiioyia, 303. 
18 Sitaridou, 'The Romeyka infinitive', 36. 
19 See A. Papadopoulos, IawpLKfJ ypaµ~LaTlKfJ u7c; novnxfic; DiailEK'Wl' 

(Athens 1955) 69-70; Oikonomidis, fpaµµanxfJ, 282; D. Tombaidis, H novnaxry 
DuiiiEKWc;. LliaiiEKTlKa xapaKTl)pWTlKa, KaTaTal;17 iDiwµauvv, DiaiiEKTlKC1 
KEiµEva (Athens 1988) 51-2. 

20 Papadopoulos, IawpixfJ ypaµµanxfJ, 70. 
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case, if we mean by the optative 'as' periphrases, it can be find in MG 
as well. The most important is that there is no AG optative 
morphology involved not in Pontic neither in SMC. That means that 
optative use in Pontic is just an innovation, to which some scholars 
give the same label. 

Voice system of AG is not preserved neither in SMC, nor in Pontic. 
Pontic and SMC are assumed to have morphological category of 
active and passive and semantic category (diathesis) of active, passive 
and middle. Sometimes the morphological category of passive is 
referred as medio-passive in grammatical descriptions of MG and 
Pontic, because it combines morphological and semantic features of 
AG passive and middle voice. There are also deponent verbs, both in 
Pontic and SMC. 

The obvious differences of SMC from AG are also the loss of the 
infinitive and of most of the participles, which were inflected 
systematically for tense and aspect. In PG, the infinitive is still active 
in some varieties. Tombaidis21 claims that infinitive forms are rarely 
used, and considers them not to be functional elements of the dialect. 
Still, the infinitive is productively used in Romeyka, spoken today in 
Turkey.22 

The use of the infinitives in Pontic is subdivided into several cases, 
mainly: 

(a) as complement to verbs expressing wishes, so called 
volitionals; In Romeyka they are restricted to past tense 
volitionals, e.g. utS eBelesa 'I didn't want'23; 

(b) as complement to modals epor6 'can/may' and prepi 'must'. In 

21 D. Tombaidis, 'L'infinitive dans le dialecte grec du Pont Euxin', in Balkan 
Studies 18 (1977) 155-74; Tombaidis, H IIovnaxrj biaAEKW~, 58-9. 

22 See Mackridge, 'Prolegomena', 115-37; P. Mackridge, 'Ta Tiovn.aKa an1 

cniµ:::QLVtj ToUQKLa: AQxa(a mmx:::(a aw tbi.wµa wu Oqn(, ApXEiov II6vwv 46 
(1995) 153-61; Sitaridou, 'The Romeyka infinitive', 23-73 and I. Sitaridou, 
'Modality, antiverdicality and complementation: The Romeyka infinitive as a 
negative polarity item', Lingua 148 (2014) 118-46. 

23 See P. Mackridge, 'The Greek spoken in the region of Of (Pontus)', in A.-F. 
Christidis, M. Arapopulu and J. Janulupulu (eds.) Dialect Enclaves of the Greek 
Language (Athens 1999) 102; Sitaridou, 'Modality', 126. 
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Romeyka they are again restricted to negated past tense 
modals; 

(c) as part of syntagms with ixa 'I had': an ixa 'if I had', na ixa 
'even if' in counterfactuals; 

(d) after conjunction prin 'before'24; 

The prin clauses are regarded as especially striking by 
Sitaridou because it is a continuation of the 'prin cum Aorist 
infinitive construction' of Classical Greek, which was 
extremely productive in Hellenistic Greek, and became 
obsolete by medieval times.25 

It is assumed that the survival of the infinitive must be archaic 
feature that shows continuity with AG. 

There are also examples when the infinitive form agrees with the 
subject by adding the suffixes of the past tenses. Thus, it loses the 
non-finite function, if one defines non-finite as 'non-indicating 
person'.26 Romeyka, in addition to plain (prototypical) infinitives, has 
also inflected and personal infinitives.27 The last ones could be also a 
result of Turkish influence, because it also possesses inflected 
infinitives,28 though they are inflected not for verbal, but for nominal 
agreement in person and number. This issue has been investigated in 
details by Sitaridou, 29 who showed with straight argumentation line, 
that the Romeyka infinitive is not the result of contact with Turkish. 

In MG the infinitive does not exist. Some scholars30 try to find 
traces of the historical infinitive in perfect forms, where it survives as 
a perfect participle, e.g. in the forms like exi yrapsi 'he has written' 

24 Oikonomidis, fpaµµanKrj, 271-2; Revithiadou and Spyropoulos, O<piTLKT), 

111-12; Sitaridou, 'Modality', 135-6. 
25 Sitaridou, 'The Romeyka infinitive', 27, 46-8; Sitaridou, 'Modality', 135-6. 
26 Mackridge, 'Prolegomena', 127. 
27 Sitaridou, 'The Romeyka infinitive', 48. 
28 See J. Kornfilt, Turkish (London/New York 1997) 51, 55, 384, 392 for the 

agreement of non-finite forms in Turkish. 
29 Sitaridou, 'The Romeyka infinitive', 48-56. 
30 Moser, The History of the Perfect Perifrases, 1-5, 205-43; U. Hinrichs, Handbuch 

der Sudosteuropa-Linguistik (Weisbaden 1999) 61-2. 
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and exi yrafti 'it has been written', indicating the two voices active 
and media-passive respectively. 

As it can be observed the verbal system of AG is not preserved in 
whole not in SMG, neither in Pontic. The obvious changes are the 
development of various periphrases, those of future and perfect, and 
the loss of some categories, like optative, non-finite forms, the 
aspectual category expressed by the perfect stem. The main 
differences are focused in: (a) formation of future tense in Pontic and 
SMG, (b) existence of PFV/IPFV distinction in future in SMG, (c) lack of 
perfect tenses in PG, (d) formation of perfect tenses in SMG, (e) lack 
of ancient optative both in Pontic and SMG, (f) survival of infinitive 
in some varieties of Pontic, otherwise extinct in PG and SMG. 

3. An overview of the Rom Ge verbal system 
The aim of this section is to show how RomGe fits in the above 

described picture of the Greek verbal morphology. Generally, RomGe 
typologically shows all the traits characteristic to Pontic. In RomGe 
the basic tense distinction morphologically is between past and non
past, just as it is in Pontic. Consider the following examples for active 
voice instances: kalachevo 'to talk' - ekaltichevna, ekaltichepsa; evttiyo 'to 
do, to make' - epina, epika; eyrik6 'to understand' - eyrikana, eyriksa; 
ter6 'to look, to see' - eterna, eteresa, etc. RomGe has also passive voice 
and deponent verbs as well, like asxolume 'to deal', afukrume 'to 
listen', v6skume 'to graze', etc. 

The marker of passive -ume/-ume in RomGe often appears in 
different form owing to phonological alterations: 

(a) with epenthesis: -y- between vowels, after the change of the 
stem of the word, generally in the verbs ending in -izo/-tizo, 
e.g. altizo ---..; alti-y-ume 'to change', furkizo ---..; furki-y-ume 'to 
sink'; 

(b) with epenthesis: -k-, generally in the verbs ending in -evo, e.g. 
mazevo ---..; mazev-k-ume 'to collect', yurevo---..; yurev-k-ume 'to set', 
toplaevo ---..; toplaev-k-ume ---..; toplaefkume 'to gather'. There are 
also instances of adding -k- to the aorist stem of the verb, e.g. 
kl68o ---..; kl6s-k-ume 'to return', luzo ---..; lus-k-ume ---..; lushkume 'to 
bath', thus ressembling the AG formation with-sk; 
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and exi yrafti 'it has been written', indicating the two voices active 
and medio-passive respectively. 

As it can be observed the verbal system of AG is not preserved in 
whole not in SMG, neither in Pontic. The obvious changes are the 
development of various periphrases, those of future and perfect, and 
the loss of some categories, like optative, non-finite forms, the 
aspectual category expressed by the perfect stem. The main 
differences are focused in: (a) formation of future tense in Pontic and 
SMG, (b) existence of PFV/IPFV distinction in future in SMG, (c) lack of 
perfect tenses in PG, (d) formation of perfect tenses in SMG, (e) lack 
of ancient optative both in Pontic and SMG, (f) survival of infinitive 
in some varieties of Pontic, otherwise extinct in PG and SMC. 

3. An overview of the RomGe verbal system 
The aim of this section is to show how RomGe fits in the above 

described picture of the Greek verbal morphology. Generally, RomGe 
typologically shows all the traits characteristic to Pontic. In RomGe 
the basic tense distinction morphologically is between past and non
past, just as it is in Pontic. Consider the following examples for active 
voice instances: kalachevo 'to talk' - ekalachevna, ekalachepsa; evtayo 'to 
do, to make' - epina, epika; eyrik6 'to understand' - eyrikana, eyriksa; 
ter6 'to look, to see' - eterna, eteresa, etc. RomGe has also passive voice 
and deponent verbs as well, like asxolume 'to deal', afukrume 'to 
listen', v6skume 'to graze', etc. 

The marker of passive -umel-ume in RomGe often appears in 
different form owing to phonological alterations: 

(a) with epenthesis: -y- between vowels, after the change of the 
stem of the word, generally in the verbs ending in -izo/-azo, 
e.g. alazo ~ ala-y-ume 'to change', furkizo ~ furki-y-ume 'to 
sink'; 

(b) with epenthesis: -k-, generally in the verbs ending in -evo, e.g. 
mazevo ~ mazev-k-ume 'to collect', yurevo ~ yurev-k-ume 'to set', 
toplaevo ~ toplaev-k-ume ~ toplaefkume 'to gather'. There are 
also instances of adding -k- to the aorist stem of the verb, e.g. 
kl68o ~ kl6s-k-ume 'to return', luzo ~ lus-k-ume ~ lushkume 'to 
bath', thus ressembling the AG formation with-sk; 
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(c) with epenthesis: -i- in the verbs of second conjugation, e.g. 
ayap6 -) ayap-i-ume 'to love', eyrik6 ~ eyrik-i-ume 'to 
understand'; 

(d) in some verbs, namely those ending in -6no, it is added directly 
to the stem without derivational affix, e.g. skot6no -) skot-ume 
'to kill', teli6no ~ teli-ume 'to finish', tsak6no ~ tsak-ume 'to 
break', tsup6no -) tsup-ume 'to close, to lock'. This formation is 
regarded by Horrocks31 as one of the archaic features preserved 
in Pontic, as these verbs originally had ending in -60 and then 
have been replaced by formation in -6no. 

In RomGe there is a tendency of replacement of the derivational 
verbal affixes, namely, -az-, -iz-, -on-, by the passive voice markers. 
Sometimes these affixes are fully replaced, as in the case with -on-, as 
shown in the above examples, sometimes only consonant part of the 
derivational affix is replaced by the epenthesis of the passive voice 
markers. 

Comparing the general categories of Greek TAM system presented 
in the table l, the following findings should be mentioned with 
regards to the RomGe verbal paradigm: 

(a) RomGe possesses the tense system of PG, including the loss of 
perfect tenses and aspectually neutral periphrastic future, 
with one peculiarity - the use of different forms of the particle 
ea, namely: 8a/8-/a, characteristic to the variety of Chaldia32 

and parallel use of na-clauses to denote future, characteristic 
to Romeyka33; see (la, b, c and 2) for the examples 

(1) a. 
ke ey6 
and l:SG.NOM 

'and where shall I go?' 

pu 
where 

ea 
FUT 

pa yo 
go:l.SG 

31 G. Horrocks, Greek. A History of the Language and its Speakers (West Sussex 
2010) 399. 

32 G. Drettas, 'The Greek-Pantie dialect group', in A.-F. Christidis, M. Arapopulu 
and J. Janulupulu (eds.) Dialect Enclaves of the Greek Language (Athens 1999) 94. 

33 See Mackridge, 'The Greek spoken in the region of Of (Pontus)', 102; 
Sitaridou, 'The Romeyka infinitive', 36. 
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[Kotanidi et al., Pantie data collection, PNT-TXT-CL-OOOOO-C16] 

b. 
do 8=evtayo na min voi86y=ats 
what FUT=do:l.SG to NEG help: l .SG=3 :M./F .PL.ACC 
'What shall I do? Shall not I help them?' 

[Berikashvili, Pantie interviews, PNT-TXT-FM-OOOOO-B25] 

ki 
and 

c. 

6pu 
where 

a 
FUT 

'You can go whenever you want' 

pas 
go:2.SG 

oeva 
go:IMP .PFV:2.SG 

[Kotanidi et al., Pantie data collection, PNT-TXT-FM-00000-AlO] 

(2) 
tris 
three:M./F /NGEN 
as=ospit 
from=house:N .SG.NGEN 

fitites na 
student:M.PL.NGEN FUT 

'You will take out three students from house' 

evyalts 
take out:2.SG 

[Berikashvili, Pantie interviews, PNT-TXT-FM-OOOOO-B25] 

The aspectual distinction of perfective and imperfective is 
restricted only to the past tenses and indicative mood. The imperative 
mood is formed from the PFV or IPFV stem, mostly from PFV, but it 
does not implicate aspectual opposition, one form is generalized for 
the whole paradigm. Imperative of the perfective stem is formed by 
adding AG imperative marker of aorist -(s)on (see discussion in the 
section 4) or without this marker for a subset of irregular verbs, see (3) 
and (4) respectively. The IPFV stem is used only in the verbs of second 
conjugation, they are formed by adding thematic vowel -a or -i /-ei/, the 
last one is often omitted, see (Sa and b). 

(3) 

mi 
NEG 

kl es 
cry:2.SG 

mana=m de 
mother:F.SG.NGEN=CL.1.s what 
G:GEN 
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epeeana 

die:PFV.PST:l .SG 

ep6na 

hurt:IPFV .PST: l .SG 

klapson men 
cry:IMP:2.SG l:SG.ACC 

'Don't cry mother, because I died, cry, because I suffered' 

do 
what 

[Kotanidi et al., Pontic data collection, PNT-TXT-CL-2-000-A03] 

(4) 

epar 
take:IMP:2.SG 
'Take whatever you want' 

6ti 
that 

Belts 
want:2.SG 

[Skopeteas and Berikashvili, Pontic interviews, PNT-TXT-VL-OOOOO-B21] 

(5) 
a. 

or6ta 
ask:IMP:2.SG 
en 

be:3.SG 

a ten 
3:F.SG.ACC 

natela 
natela:F.SG.NGEN 

do 
what 

xronia 
year:N .PL.NGEN 

'Ask her, Natela, what year is' 
[Berikashvili, Pontic interviews, PNT-TXT-AN-2-000-B25] 

b. 
tiren34 

see:IMP2.~ 

do 

t=emetera 
DEF:N.PLNGEN=IDS5.l.PL:N.PL 

kala 

ta fruktiin 
DEF:N.PL.NGEN fruitN.PL.Aa:Rim.w 

m 

what good:N.PL.NGEN be:3 
'See, what good fruits we have' 

[Skopeteas and Berikashvili, Pontic interviews, PNT-TXT-VL-OOOOO-B21] 
The AG perfect stem is lost, just as in SMC and PG; 

(b) Rom Ge has four moods: two of them are morphologically 
marked: indicative and imperative, while two others 

34 Tombaidis mentions that the imperative of the verb ter6 'to see', is teri with 
contracted form ter, or teren, see Tombaidis, H novTLaKTf Du:Lt.:xw~, 54. In 
RomGe only the last one exists. 
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subjunctive and optative have periphrastic formation. There is 
no AG optative preserved, RomGe optative follows the 
patterns of Pantie, it is used with particle na (of subjunctive 
mood) and as (of optative). Both particles are used with main 
verb in PRS.IPFV or PST.IPFV, mostly in the PST, see (6) & (7). 

oeskalon epinen=ats ma8imata 
DEF:M.SG. teacher:M.SG. make:IPFV.PST:3.SG=3:M. lesson:N .PL.NG 

'.\!OM ACC /F.PL.ACC EN 

na ma8enan ta kirchitika 
SUBJ learn:IPFV.PS DEF:N .PL.NG EN Georgian:N .PL. 

T:3.PL NGEN 

'The teacher gave them lessons so that they could study Georgian.' 
[Kotanidi et al., Pantie data collection, PNT-TXT-PP-OOOOO-C09] 

(7) 
mtinaxon 
only 
ke 

Cleyan 
say:IPFV.PST:3.PL 

ksila 
and wood:N.PL.NGEN 

as en ner6n 
OPT be:3.SG water:N.SG.NGEN 

"It must have only water and wood' - they used to say' 
[Berikashvili, Pantie interviews, PNT-TXT-AN-OOOOO-B25] 

The interesting examples have been attested in corpus, where 
optative mood is expressed with the both particles na/as and AG 

imperfect of the so called contract verbs ter6/leyo albeit without 
augment, see Sa & b) 

(8) a. 

pros mian epiya na ter6n 
towards once go:PFV .PST: 1.SG SUBJ see:IPFV .PST: l.SG 

do en ekekti 
what be:3.SG there 
'Once I went to see what is there' 

[Kotanidi et al., Pantie data collection, PNT-TXT-FM-OOOOO-A04] 
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b. 
do 
what 

at6ra 
now 

'What to tell you now?' 

as 
OPT 

leyon 
say: IPFV.PST:l.SG 

[Kotanidi et al., Pantie data collection, PNT-TXT-LG-OOOOO-A04] 

(c) No infinitive forms are attested in RomGe unlike other PG 
varieties. In RomGe the traces of infinitive could be find in 
some examples, namely those of nominalized infinitives.35 The 
use of the articular infinitive is characteristic to Medieval 
Greek.36 However, these forms can be replaced by subjunctive 
mood as well. The peculiarity of RomGe is that it often uses 
Russian infinitives in the same syntactical environment, which 
can be replaced by subjunctive clauses.37 

The main findings about the RomGe verbal system within Pantie 
are summarized in the table 3. 

Table 3. The typology of RomGe 
PG 

Use of different .../ 
particles to 
future 

denote ea/a 
(Chaldia 
variety) 

Using of na clauses in .../ 
future (Romeyka) 

No distinction of .../ 
PFV /IPFV except of past 
tenses 

Rom Ge 
...; 

ea/a 

Stem in the future IPFV IPFV 
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(cf. AG: PFV) 

35 See Berikashvili, Morph.ological Aspects, 72. 
36 Sitaridou, 'The Romeyka infinitive', 44. 
37 See Berikashvili, 'Loan verbs adaptation' for the discussion. 

SMG 
x 
ea 

x 

x 

PFV/IPFV 
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Loss of ancient perfect -V 
stem 

Lack of perfect tenses 

Morphological 
distinction past - non
past 

.Morphological 
formation of indicative 
and imperative 

-v 
(traces of 
some AG 
forms, 
regarded as 
perfect) 

-v 

-v 

Use of AG imperative -V 
marker for aorist 

Periphrastic formation -V 
of subjunctive and 
optative 

Sporadic use of ancient X 
imperfect (with PG 
optative) 

~o ancient optative -V 
preserved 

Infinitive retention -v 
(Romeyka) 

-v 

-v 

-v 

-v 

-v 

-v 

-v 

-v 

x 
(traces: 
nominalized 
form of INF) 

-v 

x 

-v 

-v 

x 

-v 

x 

-v 

x 
(traces: 
fossilized 
form in 
perfect 
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periphrases) 

Active and (medio)- ..J ..J 

passive voice (unlike AG) 

Use of the ancient ..J ..J x 
passive in -ume 

Use of AG passive ..J x 
forms in aorist 

Use of temporal ..J x 
augment 

From the results of our investigation it can be observed, that 
RomGe has all characteristic features of Chaldia sub-dialect. This 
claim is based on different factors, namely: (1) historical, as the most 
of the settlements in Georgia were founded by the Refugees from 
Chaldia; and (2) typological as most descriptive grammars of Pontic 
(those of Papadopoulos, Oikonomidis and Drettas38) reflect the data 
mostly from this variety.39 Still RomGe has some peculiarities that 
distinguishes this variety from others and in some cases brings it closer 
to Romeyka, which typologically is different. The other peculiarity is 
the influence of contact languages, however the further investigation 
yet is needed to reveal how big is the impact on verbal level. 

4. Aorist in PG 
PG aorist refers to events that have taken place in the past, without 

regard to the state resulting from them. It shows completed action 
and includes past tense and perfective aspect, which are expressed by 
means of inflectional morphology. Tense is mainly expressed in the 
ending, which also encodes subject-agreement, while aspect mainly 
in the suffixes -s and -8 for active and passive voice respectively or in 
alterations and suppletions of the stem. Based on the corpus, the 

38 G. Drettas, Aspects Pontiques (Paris 1997). 
39 See Berikashvili, Morphological Aspects, 102-9 for the detailed discussion. 
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observed data of aorist formation in active verbs reflect the following 
tripatrite distinction in RomGe: 

a) a subset of verbs, which follow sigmatic formation, see (9) 

(9) araevo - eraepsa 'to search', oevazo - eoevasa 'to read', oulevo -
eoulepsa 'to work', eyrik6 - eyriksa 'to understand', epor6 - ep6resa I 
ep6rtsa 'can', orot6 - er6tisa 'to ask' etc. 

b) a subset of verbs which add past inflectional markers directly to 
stem or with stem alteration, see (lOa and b respectively) 

(10) a. epero - epera 'to take', evyalo - e(v)yala 'to take of', kativeno -
ekativa 'to come down', stilo - estila 'to send', etc. 

b. afino - efeka 'to leave', apooiiveno - epioeva 'to leave', evrisko -
evra I ivra 'to find' I etc. 

and, c) a subset of verbs which use suppletive stems to form aorist, 
see (11) 

(11) elepo - ioa 'to see', evtayo - epika 'to do/to make', fero - enga 'to 
bring', etc. 

However, there are some verbs which possess more than one 
options to form aorist, this can be explained mainly by the influence 
of SMG, because one of the options is generally that of SG see (12). 

(12) Oiyo - eoeka I eoosa 'to give', embeno - eseva I mbika 'to come in', 
enjeno - ekseva I vyika 'to go out', etc. 

Functionally, there are instances of the inceptive, terminative and 
telic actions, which are captured by aorist in RomGe, otherwise it is 
exponent mainly of perfectivity. The difference of PG from SMG as 
mentioned in the sections 2 and 3 for Pantie and RomGe respectively 
is that it lacks perfect tenses. In RomGe perfect is generally replaced 
by perfective past, i.e. aorist. This tendency generally is characteristic 
to SMG as well, where perfect normally can be replaced by perfective 
without any change of meaning. However, this cannot be equally 
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acceptable in all cases. Actually, in comparison with perfect, aorist 
does not show explicit link with the present. For the comparison of 
SMC40 use of perfect and aorist with Pantie, namely RomGe see (13a 
and b) and (14a and b) 

(13) a. 
kurastika I 
get_tired:PASS.PFV.PST:l.SG 

poli 
much 
'I got tired today' 

b. 

exo 
have:l.SG 
simera 
today 

kurast£ 
get_tired:DEP:3.SG 

(SMC) 

to 
DEF:N.SG.NGEN 

enengasten 

korits [ ... ] ka8ese (RomCe) 

girl:N .SG.NGEN sit:PFV .PST:3.SG 

get_ tired:P ASS.PFV .PS 

T:3.SG 
'The girl[ ... ] sat down, (she) got tired. 

[Skopeteas and Berikashvili, Pantie interviews, PNT-TRA-PC-OOOOO-B21] 

(14) a. 

0 Kazantzakis 
DEF:M.SG.NO Kazantzakis:M.SG.N 
M OM 
exi 
have:3.SG 

yrapsi 
write:DEP:3.SG 

'Kazantzakis wrote ten novels.' 

b. 

eyrapse I (SMC) 
write:PFV.PST:3. 
SG 
oeka 
ten 

miBistorimata 
novel:N .SC.NG 
EN 

avt6 to eyrapsen 0 (RomCe) 

4° For use of perfect and aorist in SMG see P. Mackridge, The Modern Greek 
Language. A Descriptive Analysis of Standard Modern Greek (Oxford 1985) 116-17, 
129; D. Holton, P. Mackridge and E. <l>u\LnnciKYJ-Warburton, fpaµµanKrj T1J<; 

EltA17vLKrji:; TAwaaai:; (Athens 2000) 229-30. The examples adapted from 
mentioned works, transcription and glosses inserted. 
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famous:M.SG. 

NOM 
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DEF:N.SG.NG write:PFV.PST:3 
EN .SG 

siyrafeas 0 

writer:M.SG. DEF:M.SG.NOM 
NOM 

DEF:M.SG. 

NOM 

kanoniois 
Kanonidis: 

M.SG.NOM 
'This was written by the famous writer Kanonidis.' 

[Kotanidi et al., Pontic data collection, PNT-TXT-CL-2-000-B03] 

Formally, aorist has preserved a number of archaic features, which 

are not attested in SMG, but are common for other Pontic varieties. 

Among the archaic features which are characteristic to the PG aorist 

system and are mentioned in different works41 are: 

1. AG temporal augment, cf. 
luo - elusa 'to unfasten, untie, solve'; ago - egagon 'to take 

smb./smth' (AG) 

serevo - eserepsa 'to gather'; ayap6 - eyapesa 'to love' (PG) 
yrafo - eyrapsa 'to write'; arxizo - arxisa 'to begin' (SMG); 

2. archaic suppletions, some of which are ancient survivals, while 

others are "due to a post-Classical merger between two separate 

verbs"42 

fero - enga 'to bring' (PG), cf. enenga (AG), efera (SMG) 

valo - esenga 'to put' (PG), from eis 'in'+ enenga (AG), evala (SMG); 
3. the ancient imperative in -(s)on, cf. 

eftayo -pison 'to do/make' (PG), poieson (AG), kane (SMG) 

valo-valon 'to put' (PG), brilon (AG), vale (SMG); 

4. the ancient aorist passive forms, which have resisted the 

insertion of -ik unlike MG, cf. 
foyume - efoveea 'to be afraid', ephobethen (AG), fovi8ika (SMG); 

41 Mackridge, 'Prolegomena', 125-7; Tombaidis, H novTLaKry DtaAEK'W~, 49, 

33, 58; G. Argiriadis, NEOEAA17v1Kry yAwaaa, wwpLKE~ KIXL yAwaaoAoyiKE~ 
6waTaaEL~ (Thessaloniki 1990) 197-8; N. Andriotis, Iawpia TT/~ EAA17viKry~ 

: 1Awaaa~ (TfoaEpL~ µEMTE~) (Thessaloniki 2005) 101-2; P. Bortone, 'Greek with 
no models, history or standard: Muslim Pontic Greek', in A. Georgakopoulou 
and M. Silk (eds.), Standard Languages and Language Standards: Greek, Past and 
Present (London 2009) 84-5; Horrocks, Greek, 398-404. 

42 Mackridge, 'Prolegomena', 126. 
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5. the relic of the aorist middle form in the verb yinome43 

yinome - ejendone I endone 3.SG 'to become' (PG), cf. egeneto 3.SG 

(AG), ejine 3.sc (SMG); 

The archaic features which could be added on the basis of our 
investigation in RomGe, and which, to my knowledge, are not 
mentioned in other works, are: 

1. the use of reduplicate form of temporal augment in the 
preverbian verbs, cf. 
amphignoeo - emphegn6isa 'to doubt', amphisbeteo - emphesbetesa 'to 
dispute' (AG) 
anaspalo- enespala 'to forget', apomeno - epemna 'to stay' (PG) 
amfivalo - amfevala 'to doubt', apolamvano - ap6lavsa 'to enjoy' 
(SMG) 

2. second aorist forms of ancient verbs on -mi, cf. 
oiyo - eoeka 'to give' (PG), edoka (AG) from ancient verb didomi, 
eoosa (SMG) 
afino - efeka 'to leave' (PG), epheka (AG) from ancient verb aphiemi, 
afisa (SMG) 

For more clear evidence of the AG traces attested in the aorist 
formation in PG and contrasting it to Rom Ge consider table 4. 

Table 4. Archaic features in PG aorist 
PG Rom Ge SMG 

Temporal augment -.J -.J x 

Reduplicated temporal augment -.J -.J x 
in compound verbs 

Archaic suppletions -.J -.J x 

Ancient imperatives in -(s)on -.J -.J x 

43 Mackridge, op.cit., 126. 
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Ancient aorist passives ,; ,; x 

II aorist of ancient verbs on -mi ,; ,; x 

The exponent of the past tenses in PG, like Ancient and Modern is 
the augment e-, it is used in both: past perfective and past 
imperfective and is a consistent marker of past time reference. It was 
used in AG and is a functional part of MG as well, but in SMG 
augment appears in order for antepenultimate stress to be attained. In 
RomGe the augment e- appears throught the whole paradigm and 
has not function of the stress carrier, cf. eoulepsa:PFV.PST:l.SG -

eoulepsame:PFV.PST:l.PL 'to work'. Moreover, there is no restriction of 
assigning stress to the untepenultimate syllable in past tenses, e.g. 
ekseva:PFV.PST:l.SG 'to go out' - echatepsen:PFV.PST:3.SG 'to meet' -
ekatastrepsane:PFV.PST:3.PL 'to destroy'. 

The lack of the window restriction in some other Pontic varieties 
gives another picture. Thus, in Ophitic Pontic the augment e- shows 
up stressed throught the paradigm.44 In RomGe, there are instances of 
stressed augment, see (15), although the stress is not obligatory. 

(15) 

~ ~ &~~ 

all:N .PL.NGEN DEF :N .PL.NGEN-other:N .PL.NGEN steal:PFV .PST:3 .PL 
'All other things have been stolen' 

[Skopeteas and Berikashvili, Pontic interviews, PNT-TXT-VL-00000-B21 J 

So, there seems to be variation with regards to the use of augment 
in Pontic varieties, in some varieties it is obligatory and stressed (as in 
Ophitic), others preserve this past tense exponent through the 
paradigm, but the stress is optional (as in RomGe), whereas in several 
varieties it alternates with zero, depending on stress, but not on 
word-size conditions (as in Amisos variety).45 Generally it is assumed 

44 V. Spyropoulos and A. Revithiadou, 'The morphology of past in Greek', 
.\1EAEuo; yiq Tf/V EllllryviKT/ y llwaaa 29 (Thessaloniki 2009) 115; Revithiadou and 
Spyropoulos, Ocpinxry, 52-3. 

45 Papadopoulos, fowpixf/ ypaµµanxf/, 71. 
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that PG has obligatory use of the augment e-, the retention of 
unstressed augment depends also on PG general tendency to keep 
unstressed initial vowels, as e.g. in the word ospit(in) 'home'.46 

PG has temporal augment, as in AG.47 The same feature is attested 
in RomGe, see (16) 

(16) aftino - epsa 'to light', andrizo - endrisa 'to marry', aro8im6 -
eroBimesa 'to become ill', atlavo - etlapsa 'to rename', etc. 

In a similar way it might be with (a) the verbs beginning with -o, 
replacing it with the long -6 or (b) with the diphthong -ei in examples, 
which is pronounced as -i like ioa 'I saw', ipa 'I said', etc. However, as 
Pontic generally, and RomGe specifically is spoken variety, it can not 
be distinguished by the pronunciation and there is hardly any writing 
system accepted for Pontic which can prove this. 

Interestingly, in the preverbian forms, the temporal augment is 
reduplicated both at the beginning of the word and between the two 
parts of compound, just as it was in some verbs of AG, see (17a and b) 
for comparison of RomGe and AG.48 

(17) a. amphignoeo - emphegn6isa 'to doubt', amphisbeteo - emphesbetesa 
'to dispute', 
anechomai - enesch6men 'to bear', enoxleo - enoxlesa 'to bother', 
etc. (AG) 

b. anaspalo - enespala 'to forget', apooiiveno -epioeva 'to leave', 
apomeno - epemna 'to stay', apoBano - epeBana 'to die', etc. 
(RomGe) 

Conversely if preverb begins with consonant, only one internal or 
external augment is attested, cf. perieyrafan 'to describe' and epr6ftasane 
'to manage'. 

46 Horrocks, Greek, 399. 
47 For augment in AG see E. Schwyzer, Greichische Grammatik, Bd. 1 (Munich 

1953) 650-7. 
48 The AG examples adapted from M. Oikonomou, fpaµµccrixry TT]c; apxaiac; 

EllATJVLKryc; (Thessaloniki 2008) 149. 
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Except of the instances of the temporal augment charachteristic to 
AG, a lot of archaic suppletions are used in RomGe, for more clear 
evidence from the corpus data see table 5. 

Table 5. Archaic suppletions in RomGe 
PG AG SMG 

valo 'to put' esenga from eis 'in'+ enenga and evala 
not aorist of the same verb 
ebalon 

embeno 'to come in' eseva eseben mbika 
evjeno 'to go out' ekseva exeben vyika 
evyalo 'to take out' eksenga from ek 'out'+ enenga 
eftayo 'to do/make' epika ep6iesa ekana 

aorist and perfect merged 
from the verb poieo, epoiesa 
(PFV.PST), pepoieka (PRF) 

kruo 'to hit' end6ka from aorist of the verb ekrusa 
endidomi, enedoka 
and not aorist of the same 
verb ekrousthen 

J!ro 'to bring' enga enenga efera 

It is worth mentioning that /1 one of the characteristic features of 
southeastern dialect complex is the retention of an ancient final nasal 
in various groups of words'.49 PG preserved word-final -n with the 
PST.3.SG ending -e, see (18) for the example, just as it was used in the 
Ionic dialect of AG.so 

(18) 

en gen ta kart6fii 
bring:PFV.PST:3.SG DEF:N.PL.NGEN potato:N.PL.NGEN 
'(He) brought potatoes' 

[Berikashvili, Pontic interviews, PNT-TXT-TR-00000-B25] 

49 B. Newton, The Generative Interpretation of Dialect (Cambridge 1972) 99. 
50 See Argiriadis, NrnEAA17vLKT/ yAwaaa, 43. 
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One other archaic feature is the use of ancient imperative (sigmatic 
and asigmatic) with the ending -(s)on. The formative -on is expressed 
without -n in the Ophitic variety, as there is generally a tendency to 
drop the original final -n not only in the verbs, but also in nouns. 51 In 
RomGe no examples are attested with draped -n, because it mainly 
preserves the last final -n in all variations both in nouns and verbs. 
See (19a and b) for the attested in the corpus ancient sigmatic and 
asigmatic imperatives respectively 

(19) a. anikson 'open', araepson 'search', kaltichepson 'talk', klapson 'cry', 
klison 'close', k6pson 'cut', rukson 'throw', pison 'do', pultzon 'sell' 

b. Bekon 'put', feron 'bring' 

There are also other ancient imperatives preserved in Pantie and 
mentioned by Mackridge,52 like ipe from the verb leyo 'to say/tell', 
which are not attested in RomGe, cf. leyo - ipe (PG Ophitic/Romeyka), 
pea I pei (RomGe) see (20) for the example, eipe (AG), pes (SMG). 

(20) 
oea 
go:IMP:2.SG 
kiri=m 
father:M.SG.NNOM=C 
L.1.SG:GEN 

pei 
say: IMP:2.SG 

'Go and tell that to my father' 

at6 
3:N.SG.NGEN 

to 
DEF:M.SG.ACC 

[Kotanidi et al., Pantie data collection, PNT-TXT-CL-OOOOO-A13] 

There are also instances of the ancient imperative forms on -s 
formed from the second aorist of the ancient verbs on -mi, see (21) 

(21) oiyo - eoeka 'to give' (PG), edoka (AG) from ancient verb didomi, 
eoosa (SMG) 
IMP: ODS (PG), ODS (AG), ODS (SMG) 

51 See Mackridge, 'Prolegomena', 124-5; Revithiadou and Spyropoulos, 
OcpiTlKfJ, 80; Tombaidis, H novTllXKr) DuiilEKWS-, 53. 

52 Mackridge, op.cit., 125. 
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afino - efeka 'to leave' (PG), epheka (AG) from ancient verb aphiemi, 
tifisa (SMG) 
IMP: afes I afs (PG), phes (AG), tifise (SMG) 

but cf. (22) where imperative follows asigmatic formation with the 
ending-on 
(22) Beko - eBeka 'to put' (PG), etheka (AG) from ancient verb tithemi, 

eBesa (SMG) 
IMP: Bekon (PG), thes (AG), *Bese (SMG) 

The ancient aorist passive forms in Pontic are formed by adding 
passive marker -8- to the stem, like AG -Bel-Be. In contrast with SMG, 
PG aorist passive has not merged with the perfect, resisting thus the 
insertion of -ik. These forms are productively used in Pontic, 
including the RomGe variety. For the evidence of the ancient aorist 
passive forms attested in the RomGe corpus data, consider table 6. 

Table 6. AG aorist passives in RomGe 
PG AG SMG 

yomume 'to be filled' eyom68a egom6then jemistika from jemizo 
ienume 'to be born' ejeneea egenethen jenieika 
Bimume 'to eBimeea enthimethen Bimieika 
remember' 
kimume 'to sleep' ekimeea ekimethen kimieika 
puliume 'to be sold' epuleea epolethen puliBika 
skume 'to stand up' esk68a esk6then sik68ika 
stekome 'to stand' estaea es tat hen sttiBika 
foyume 'to be afraid' etoveea ephobethen toviBika 

The tendency to keep ancient passives in SMG was also expressed 
by some scholars, but although these forms were highly recommended 
by purists, they never have been used in spoken language.53 On the 
contrary it is common and productive formation in Pontic. Moreover, 
one can observe pontic innovation of inserting -y- in many verbs, 

53 Bartone, 'Greek with no models', 84. 
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where SMG has -st- or -xt- before the infix -ik-.54 This peculiarity can 
be explained by the formation of passive verbs with the epenthesis of 
-y- between vowels (see discussion in the section 3), which is kept in 
aorist as well, see table 7 for the aorist formation of such verbs in 
Rom Ge. 

Table 7. Aorist passives with the epenthesis of -y- in RomGe 
PG SMG 

PRS Active PRS Passive PFV.PST PFV.PST 
Passive Passive 

alazo 'to change' alayume elaya alaxtika 
axparazo 'to be axparayume exparaya 
frigthened' 
kolizo 'to glue' koli(y)ume ekoli(y)a koli8ika55 

tarazo 'to mix' tarayume etaraya taraxtika 
tilizo 'to wrap' tiliyume etiliya tilixtika 
tserizo 'to tear' tseriyume etseriya 
xalano 'to destroy' xalayume exalaya xalastika 
xorizo 'to divide, to xoriyume exoriya xoristika 
separate' 

Two peculiarities can be also mentioned with regards to aorist of 
these verbs, namely (1) the stress is always penultimate to distinguish 
forms of the active imperfective past and passive perfective past, like, 
exalaya:ACT.IPFV.PST:l.SG 'I destroyed I I used to destroy' -
exalaya:PASS.PFV.PST:l.SG 'I have been destroyed', and (2) there is a 
subset of verbs which have ancient aorist passive formation and use 
parallel form with the -y-, like steko 'to stand' from the PRS.PASS 
stekume - estaBa, estaya, cf. staBika (SMG), see for the example (23) 

(23) 
ke 
NEG 

bika 
come _in:PFV .PST: l .SG 

puoen 
nowhere 

54 See Mackridge, 'Prolegomena', 126. 

estaya [ ... J 
stand:PFV .PST: l .SG 

55 The form koli8ika is from the verb kolcio and not kolizo in SG. That is the 
reason for having -6- and not -st- or -xt- in front of the infix -ik-. 
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'I did not enter anything, I stood [ ... ] ' 
[Kotanidi et al., Pantie data collection, PNT-TXT-LG-00000-BOS] 

One generalisation that can be driven out from the observations is 
that contracted verbs (-ao, -ea, -60, the last one in SMC was replaced 
by -6no) form passives by ending -8- to the stem, thus repeating the 
AG formation, also some deponent verbs belong to this group, 
whereas those on -azo, -izo and some others (namely those on -ano) -
by adding the epenthesis -y-, following the innovation of PG. 
However, both groups resist the insertion of the infix -ik-, thus 
showing that ancient perfect forms have not merged with the aorist in 
Pon tic. 

The synchronic analysis of the dialect although implicated some 
instances used by the influence of SMC. Interestingly, there are not 
only parallel uses of Pantie and SMC forms, but also merged forms. 
The instances attested in the RomGe corpus show the process of 
alternation that happens in the dialect, see passive forms of jen6 'to 
born': ejene8a ~ ejene8ika ~ ejeni8ika ~ jeni8ika. 

5. Conclusion 
In this article it was shown that one PG variety, Romeika, still 

spoken by Pantie-speaking community of Georgia, contains a lot of 
archaic features generally in verbal system and particularly in 
formation of aorist. It was also outlined that mostly these features are 
attested in all Pantie varieties with a little bit difference one from 
another and that RomGe typologically belongs to Chaldia sub-dialect 
of Pantie. 

The main findings can be summarized as follows: (a) the AG 
verbal system is not preserved in whole not in SMC, neither in 
Pantie; (b) the obvious changes in SG are the development of various 
periphrases, those of future and perfect tenses, and subjunctive. In 
Pantie periphrases are used in future tense and subjunctive mood; (c) 
the AG future tense formation is not preserved neither in SMC, nor in 
Pantie. SMC future has aspectual distinction of perfective and 
imperfective, while Pantie has not; (d) the peculiarity of PG is 
apectual distinction restricted only to past tenses; (e) the difference of 
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PG system is the loss of perfect tenses (not AG, neither SMC perfect 
tenses are attested in Pantie); (f) the AG optat1ve formation is lost 
both in Pantie and SMC; (g) RomGe has all characteristics of Pantie, 
however some of them are preserved only in some varieties, for 
instance, RomGe possess both ea/a and na formation of future, ea/a is 
characteristic to Chaldia sub-dialect, while na to Romeyka; (h) 
RomGe has a lot of archaic features, characteristic to Pantie as well, 
like, ancient passives, ancient imperatives, temporal augment etc.; (j) 
in aorist formation RomGe shows the following archaic features: 
archaic suppletions, ancient imperative in -s(on), ancient aorist 
passive forms, second aorist forms of ancient verbs on -mi. 

The discussion was based on the corpus data, collected as a result 
of the original fieldwork in Georgia and Greece and covered mostly 
three points (a) comparison of Pantie verbal system with SMC, 
outlining the AG features; (b) investigation of Rom Ge typology, 
contrasting it to other PG varieties to reveal whether differences are 
attested; and, (c) analysis of the AG traits preserved in Pantie aorist in 
general, and contrasting it to RomGe. Made observations are essential 
for understanding the typology of verbal system in PG spoken by 
Pantie-speaking community of Georgia. 
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